Reading Assignment. Read the following from the textbook:

- Scrum Field Guide Ch. 13: Keeping Defects in Check

Individual Assignment. None this week.

Team Assignment. The following should be completed within your senior design team.

1. [HW-8 Reminder] Write up the outcomes of your sprint review and retrospective meetings. Be sure you re-read the textbook chapters (15 and 16) that cover these two meetings prior to holding them. Give detailed information about the feedback you received and the changes you plan to make in your process. (Note that this is really part of HW-8, and so is just a reminder in HW-9).

2. For your last two weeks of development (Sprint 5), give your team’s burndown chart and the underlying data you used to calculate it. Also, provide an update of your velocity over the two week sprint as compared to what you reported in your project plan.

3. Do a sprint planning meeting for your next sprint. As part of this meeting write up, include (a) the goal for your sprint including what you will demo for feedback at the end of the sprint, (b) a breakdown of the stories and/or tasks you will need to complete to achieve your sprint goal, and (c) estimates of your breakdown and the sprint as a whole. Also describe how you are using velocity to plan your sprint.

4. Revise your code-review checklist (if I marked on HW-8 that it needed expanding/revision).

5. Describe how you will approach and carry out integration builds, i.e., “daily build and smoke tests”. Describe when builds will be created (e.g., daily, weekly, on major check ins, etc.), how you will go about doing “smoke tests”, and what your “smoke tests” will cover. Recall that smoke tests aren’t meant to be comprehensive—they are meant to ensure major issues weren’t introduced in the integration and that the system is ready for detailed tests. Provide details in your explanation.